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After Ranger's apprentice Will battles Temujai warriors to rescue Evanlyn, Will's kingdom of
Skandia joins forces with rival kingdom Araluen to defeat a common enemy.
In 1896, an archaeological dig unearths an ancient trunk containing manuscripts that confirm
the existence of Araluen Rangers Will and Halt and tell of their first meeting and some of their
previously unknown exploits.
FLANAGAN/ICEBOUND LAND BOOK 3
Halt, Will, and Horace set out for Hibernia, where a quasi-religious group, the Outsiders, is
sowing confusion and sedition, and they find that secrets from Halt's past may hold the key to
restoring order before the last kingdom is undermined.
On a mission to pay the ransom of a new ally, apprentice Will and his friends find themselves
in a desert wasteland awash with enemies.
Kiva trades one cage for another when she leaves behind a deadly prison for a deceptive
palace in this dark and dangerous sequel to The Prison Healer, which Sarah J. Maas called "a
must-read." Kiva Meridan is a survivor. She survived not only Zalindov prison, but also the
deadly Trial by Ordeal. Now Kiva’s purpose goes beyond survival to vengeance. For the past
ten years, her only goal was to reunite with her family and destroy the people responsible for
ruining their lives. But now that she has escaped Zalindov, her mission has become more
complicated than ever. As Kiva settles into her new life in the capital, she discovers she wasn’t
the only one who suffered while she was in Zalindov—her siblings and their beliefs have
changed too. Soon it’s not just her enemies she’s keeping secrets from, but her own family as
well. Outside the city walls, tensions are brewing from the rebels, along with whispers of a
growing threat from the northern kingdoms. Kiva’s allegiances are more important than ever,
but she’s beginning to question where they truly lie. To survive this time, she’ll have to
navigate a complicated web of lies before both sides of the battle turn against her and she
loses everything.
The Kings of Clonmel is the eighth thrilling book in John Flanagan’s Ranger’s Apprentice
series – over eight million sold worldwide. The surrounding kingdoms have fallen prey to a
religious cult who are spreading confusion and rebellion. The only Kingdom that is uncorrupted
is Clonmel, and it is about to fall . . . It is up to Will, Halt and Horace to rid the land of this
dangerous enemy and restore order once again. Secrets will be unveiled and battles will be
fought to the death . . . Perfect for fans of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, T.H. White’s The
Sword in the Stone, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon series and Rick Riordan’s Percy Jackson
series.
"Companion to the bestselling Ranger's Apprentice."
Now a full-fledged Ranger, Will must rescue his friend Alyss from a rogue knight and uncover
vital information needed to ward off a Scotti invasion.
John Flanagan makes a spectacular return to the world of Ranger's Apprentice - but what has
happened since you last saw Will and his friends might shock you! Will took an oath when he
joined the Ranger Corps. Does it mean nothing to him now? After a senseless tragedy
destroys his life, Will is obsessed with punishing those responsible - even if it means leaving
the Ranger Corps. His worried friends must find a way to stop him taking such a dark path. It is
Halt who suggests the solution: Will must take an apprentice. The candidate Halt has in mind
surprises everyone - and it's a request Will cannot refuse. Training a rebellious, unwilling
apprentice is hard enough. But when a routine mission uncovers a shocking web of crime, Will
must decide where his priorities lie - finishing his quest for revenge, or saving innocent lives?
The final book of the Ranger's Apprentice series raises the stakes higher than ever. Is Will on
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his last mission for the Ranger Corps?
The Burning Bridge is the second thrilling book in John Flanagan’s Ranger’s Apprentice
series – over eight million sold worldwide. For years the Kingdom of Araluen has prospered,
while the evil lord Morgarath has lived beyond the impassable mountains. But he has not been
idle. Now apprentice Will must embark on his most dangerous mission yet. The King's army
has been deceived, and are headed for a brutal ambush. And he is the only one who can save
them . . . Perfect for fans of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, T.H. White’s The Sword in the
Stone, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon series and Rick Riordan’s Percy Jackson series.
When fifteen-year-old Will is rejected by battleschool, he becomes the reluctant apprentice to
the mysterious Ranger Halt, and winds up protecting the kingdom from danger.
The international bestselling series with over 5 million copies sold in the U.S. alone! When
Horace travels to the exotic land of Nihon- Ja, it isn't long before he finds himself pulled into a
battle that is not his - but one he knows in his heart he must wage. A kingdom teeters on the
edge of chaos when the Nihon-Ja emperor, a defender of the common man, is forcibly
overthrown, and only Horace, Will, and his Araluen companions can restore the emperor to the
throne. Victory lies in the hands of an inexperienced group of fighters, and it's anybody's guess
who will make the journey home to Araluen. Perfect for fans of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the
Rings, T.H. White’s The Sword in the Stone, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon series, and George
R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones/A Song of Ice and Fire series.
The Sorcerer in the North is the fifth thrilling book in John Flanagan’s Ranger’s Apprentice
series – over eight million sold worldwide. Will is finally a full-fledged Ranger with his own fief
to look after – but his new land is already under threat. The Grimsdell Forest is being haunted
by eerie voices and the terrifying figure of the Night Warrior. Could this really be the work of
sorcery? Joined by his friend Alyss, Will is suddenly thrown headfirst into an extraordinary
adventure. As Will battles growing hysteria, traitors, and most of all, time, Alyss is taken
hostage, and Will is forced to make a desperate choice between his mission and his friend.
Perfect for fans of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, T.H. White’s The Sword in the Stone,
Christopher Paolini’s Eragon series and Rick Riordan’s Percy Jackson series.
The international bestselling series with over 5 million copies sold in the U.S. alone! They have
always scared him in the past—the Rangers, with their dark cloaksand shadowy ways. The
villagers believe the Rangers practice magic that makes them invisible to ordinary people. And
now 15-year-old Will, always small for his age, has been chosen as a Ranger's apprentice.
What he doesn't yet realize is that the Rangers are the protectors of the kingdom. Highly
trained in the skills of battle and surveillance, they fight the battles before the battles reach the
people. And as Will is about to learn, there is a large battle brewing. The exiled Morgarath,
Lord of the Mountains of Rain and Night, is gathering his forces for an attack on the kingdom.
This time, he will not be denied. . . . Here is the fantasy adventure that launched the Ranger's
Apprentice series, an epic story of heroes and villains that has become an international
phenomenon. Perfect for fans of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, T.H. White’s The Sword
in the Stone, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon series, and George R. R. Martin’s Game of
Thrones / A Song of Ice and Fire series.
Ranger Will's past is revealed in this story from the New York Times bestselling Ranger's
Apprentice. Halt reveals to Will the story behind his parents' deaths and how he came to live at
the Castle Redmont Ward.
Will and Maddie are imprisoned at Chateau des Falaises. Baron Lassigny is scheming to
recruit them as spies for hire, but Maddie raises the stakes when she challenges Lassigny’s
garrison commander to a duel on horseback. Will is horrified – especially when he realises the
treacherous baron won't fight fair. If Maddie can survive the duel, they still need to escape the
heavily guarded chateau and rescue the kidnapped prince they were sent to retrieve. It will
take all their ingenuity, courage and determination to triumph this time – and to solve the
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mystery of who betrayed them.
"First published in the United States of America by Philomel Books, an imprint of Penguin
Random House LLC, 2019."--Title page verso.
"First published in the United States of America by Philomel Books, an imprint of Penguin
Random House LLC, 2015"--Title page verso.
Held captive by the dangerous baron Lassigny, Will Treaty and his fearless young apprentice,
Maddie, must outwit the baron with the help of their friends from home to escape.
Chasing the Skandian slave-traders who kidnapped Will and Evanlyn, Ranger Halt and warrior
student Horace find themselves in the frozen northern islands, where they battle a ruthless
black-clad knight as they attempt to rescue their friends.
King Duncan and Princess Cassandra are trapped high in the south tower of Castle Araluen. In
the north, Sir Horace and Ranger Commandant Gilan are besieged in an old hill fort, as they
wait for the Red Fox Clan's next attack. Ranger's apprentice Maddie must find the Heron
brotherband and convince them to join her, so she can give her father the help he needs to
break out from the hill fort and ride to confront the traitor. Will they reach Castle Araluen in
time? And when the battles have been fought and the dust has settled, who will rule the
Kingdom of Araluen? THE ROYAL RANGER IS BACK AND THE STAKES ARE HIGHER
THAN EVER IN THE WORLD OF RANGER'S APPRENTICE.
Tennyson, the false prophet of the Outsider cult, has escaped and Halt is determined to stop
him before he crosses the border into Araluen, but Genovesan assassins put Will and Halt's
extraordinary archery skills to the test.
After passing her third-year apprentice tests, Maddie is called home to Castle Araluen where a
group of masked anarchists are organizing a coup to overthrow her family's succession.

The international bestselling series with over 5 million copies sold in the U.S.
alone! For years, the Kingdom of Araluen has prospered, with the evil lord
Morgarath safely behind the impassable mountains. For years, its people have
felt secure. But the scheming hand of the dark lord has not been idle. . . . On a
special mission for the rangers, Will and his friend Horace, an apprentice knight,
travel to a neighboring village and discover the unsettling truth: all the villagers
have either been slain or captured. Could it be that Morgarath has finally devised
a plan to bring his legions over the supposedly insurmountable pass? If so, the
king's army is in imminent danger of being crushed in a fierce ambush. And Will
and Horace are the only ones who can save them. Perfect for fans of J.R.R.
Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, T.H. White’s The Sword in the Stone, Christopher
Paolini’s Eragon series, and George R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones/A Song of
Ice and Fire series.
International bestselling author John Flanagan returns to world of Ranger's
Apprentice in the fourth installment of the Royal Ranger series starring Maddie,
Will Treaty's fearless young apprentice. Will Treaty and his apprentice, Maddie
have been urgently summoned to Castle Araluen. When they arrive they learn a
shocking truth: the Prince of Gallica is missing--and the King of Gallica has asked
for help. All reports suggest that the young prince has been taken prisoner by the
dangerous and powerful Baron Joubert de Lassigny. King Duncan knows that
sending troops to Gallica to rescue the prince could start a war, as could openly
helping Gallica resolve internal convict. But there's another way to save the
prince: the Ranger Corps. Soon, Will and Maddie are on the road to rescue the
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missing prince, disguised as father and daughter jongleurs. Maddie will have to
use her knifethrowing skills to keep up her disguise, and her ranger's apprentice
training to complete the mission. But going undercover is dangerous--and the
road presents its own hazards. Can she and Will use all their talents to save the
prince, or will the arrogant Baron uncover their plans and put their lives, and their
kingdom, at risk? Internationally bestselling author of the Ranger's Apprentice
and Brotherband series, John Flanagan returns in the captivating next installment
of the Royal Ranger series: The Royal Ranger: The Missing Prince. Perfect for
fans of J.R.R. Tolkien, Brian Jacques's Redwall, and George R.R. Martin's Game
of Thrones! Praise for The Missing Prince: "Flanagan builds suspense with wellpracticed skill . . . . Tension increases right up to the last page." --Booklist
Royal RangerPenguin
King Philippe of Gallica appeals to King Duncan for help. His son is being held
hostage by a power-hungry baron, and Philippe wants Duncan to send a Ranger
to rescue the boy. Will and Maddie are perfect for the task. Travelling as father
and daughter to allay suspicion, they will pose as entertainers to infiltrate the
Chateau des Falaises, where the prince is being held. But travelling through
Gallica has its own risks- armed bandits, wild weather and even a mysterious
follower all have to be faced and overcome. Will they ever find the prince? And if
they do, how will they rescue him from the evil Baron Lassigny?
A kingdom in danger, a great betrayal, a boy seeking to redeem his father's
honor. Will he succeed in exonerating him and saving the realm from an enemy
in the shadows before it is too late for the whole North? By the age of fifteen,
Lasgol has endured a hard childhood and lives, cornered and hated, in a small
village in the North. He is the son of the traitor, the man who betrayed the
kingdom and tried to kill the King. His only companions are the mountains and
the snow, ever-present in the region. Yet he refuses to believe that his father is
guilty, in spite of all the evidence that points to the fact, even though the King
himself was a witness to the betrayal.Lasgol is determined to clear his father's
name, and to do this he has only a single option: the School of Rangers, a secret
place where the respected and feared defenders of the lands of the kingdom are
trained for four years. Going there is insane, hate and death await him there. But
as the son of a Ranger, he is entitled to attend.At the Camp he will find himself
involved in political intrigues, disloyalties and murder. He will encounter hatred
and fearsome enemies, but also a handful of friends, novices as much out of
place as he is himself, determined to do whatever is necessary to pass the first
year ... without dying in the attempt.Will Lasgol survive the first year of instruction
at the Rangers' Camp? Will he find out what happened to his father? Will he be
able to clear his name?Find out while you follow fascinating adventures with a
group of characters you will fall in love with.The adventure begins right now!
When you're a Ranger who happens to be royalty, stopping treason isn't just part
of the job - it's personal. Most of the time, Maddie is an apprentice Ranger,
learning archery, knife throwing, unseen movement and combat skills under the
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guidance of the legendary Will Treaty. For one month each year, though, she
must return home and resume her identity as Princess Madelyn. Forced to keep
her Ranger training a secret, Maddie finds castle life dull. But when she discovers
clues to a devastating plot against the crown, she realises her family - and the
peace they've worked so hard to achieve - could be in terrible danger. To save
everyone at Castle Araluen, and her father's forces who are trapped by an
enemy army in the north, Maddie must find out the truth. Who is the man in the
red fox mask?
In a faraway land, a young warrior must protect an emperor from an uprising and
train an inexperienced army, with assistance from his Ranger friends.
Will is forced to overcome his fear of Wargals, the foot soldiers of rebel warlord
Morgarath, as Araluen's army prepares to battle Morgarath's forces.
As Morgarath recruits an army of Wargals, Halt ventures into enemy territory to uncover the
extent of Morgarath's plan of attack.
Inspired by his millions of fans worldwide, many of whom wrote him emails and letters
questioning the fate or the origin of some of the most popular characters and storylines from
Ranger’s Apprentice, John Flanagan decided to reward his loyal readers with a collection of
stories answering these questions. In Book 11 of the Ranger's Apprentice epic, fans will see
never-before-published stories featuring all their favorite characters, from Will to Halt, from
Horace to Alyss. More than a companion book, THE LOST STORIES is, ultimately, a new
entry in the series—and a tribute from author to reader. Visit www.rangersapprentice.com
Erak's Ransom is the seventh thrilling book in John Flanagan’s Ranger’s Apprentice series –
over eight million sold worldwide. In the wake of Araluen's uneasy truce with the raiding
Skandians comes word that the Skandian leader has been captured by a dangerous desert
tribe. The Rangers – and Will – are sent to free him. But the desert is like nothing these
warriors have seen before. Strangers in a strange land, they are brutalized by sandstorms,
beaten by the unrelenting heat, tricked by one tribe that plays by its own rules, and surprisingly
befriended by another. Like a desert mirage, nothing is as it seems. Yet one thing is constant:
the bravery of the Rangers. Perfect for fans of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, T.H. White’s
The Sword in the Stone, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon series and Rick Riordan’s Percy
Jackson series.
"Will Treaty is a shell of his former self, and his first apprentice may be the only one who can
save him"-Hal and the other Herons were charged with protecting the Skandian's sacred artifact, the
Andomal, but when it is stolen they have to endure storms at sea, a cold winter, and a battle
with bandits in their efforts to recover the relic.
When you're a Ranger who happens to be royalty, stopping treason isn't just part of the job it's personal.Most of the time, Maddie is an apprentice Ranger, learning archery, knife
throwing, unseen movement and combat skills under the guidance of the legendary Will
Treaty. For one month each year, though, she must return home and resume her identity as
Princess Madelyn. Forced to keep her Ranger training a secret, Maddie finds castle life dull.
But when she discovers clues to a devastating plot against the crown, she realises her family and the peace they?ve worked so hard to achieve - could be in terrible danger. To save
everyone at Castle Araluen, and her father's forces who are trapped by an enemy army in the
north, Maddie must find out the truth. Who is the man in the red fox mask?
The Ranger?s apprentice is about to be sold into slavery - but help can arrive from the most
unexpected places . . . Will and Evanlyn are bound for Skandia as the captives of the fearsome
Skandian wolfship captain, Erak. Halt has sworn to rescue Will, and he will do anything to keep
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his promise - even defy his King. Expelled from the Rangers, Halt is joined by Horace as he
travels through Gallica towards Skandia. On their way, they are constantly challenged by
freelance knights - otherwise known as thieving thugs. Horace knows a thing or two about
combat, though, and he soon begins to attract the attention of knights and warlords for miles
around with his uncanny skill. But will they be in time to rescue Will from a life of slavery?The
third book in the Australian and New York Times mega-selling Ranger's Apprentice series.
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